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Medical Record Capture with PHIrelease

Medical Record Capture with PHIrelease gives physicians and healthcare
professionals an efficient, cost-effective way to store, review,
and track the release of documents without the time and costs
typically associated with traditional paper filing and storage.
According to a recent study, up to 10% of all healthcare documents will be lost
or misplaced during their life cycle. This is not surprising when you consider that
paper-based files get copied up to 20 times, on average, and all of these
documents are filed in addition to the originals. As a result, your staff likely
spends a significant amount of time locating, storing, and tracking documents —
tasks that impact productivity as well as the cost of administrative supplies,
building storage, and staffing. Manual filing is not only labor-intensive and errorprone, it provides little accountability for HIPAA regulations, and can expose your
organization to risks you simply can’t afford to take.
Lanier delivers a smarter, more affordable solution: Medical Record Capture with
PHIrelease. This unique, turnkey solution enables secure printing, scanning and
electronic storage of medical documents, and helps track the release of sensitive files
that contain protected health information (PHI). Once implemented, Medical Record
Capture with PHIrelease requires very little IT support, yet it can store large volumes
of documents. It eliminates error-prone manual processes for filing and retrieving
documents. And it provides instant access to information from any network PC.
For added accountability, Medical Record Capture with PHIrelease records specific
information about each transaction — such as the person retrieving the file, the
person requesting the file, the date and time of transaction, and the number of
copies generated. This information can be retrieved later in a report, creating a
verifiable audit trail that helps ensure compliance with HIPAA privacy regulations.
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SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Medical Record Capture with PHIrelease
Medical Record Capture with PHIrelease combines the power of several advanced document management
technologies into a fully integrated package.
• LanierCapture software
• eCabinet™ Document Management System
• Network Attached Storage (NAS) devices
• eCabinet Interface Package (eCIP)
• ScanRouter Lite software
• DTA (Document Tracking)
• LanierReport software
• Lanier digital multifunction product (MFP),
models 5622/5627, LD035/LD045, LD024/LD032

Additional Requirements
Indexing station and UPS (uninterrupted power supply) unit, which prevents data corruption from power fluctuations, are
customer-provided. Your Lanier representative can recommend specifications.

Users follow a simple, three-step process:
1. User keys in transaction data (such as patient name and address) at PC workstation and selects “Print.”
2. Lanier digital MFP prints index sheet.
3. User scans index sheet with original documents.
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Lanier solution delivers powerful automation:
4a. If the file is for release of PHI, MFP automatically prints a copy of original.
4b. LanierCapture automatically routes electronic version of the file and index information to the document server.
5. The patient record PDF file is automatically entered into the eCabinet.
6. Document images and index data are saved in a redundant repository.
7. User can search for files using keywords, access files from any network PC, and generate reports.

Powerful benefits for healthcare organizations
Cost-effective performance. Requires no large capital investment, and helps eliminate the cost of off-site file storage
and retrieval, as well as cumbersome microfilming.
Higher productivity. Staff members can easily access patient records and other documents without pulling charts.
Instant access to data. Patient charts are available instantaneously, from any network PC.
User-friendly operation. The interface is easy to learn, and the process does not disrupt current workflow.
Improved accountability. Detailed records of PHI transactions help facilitate compliance with HIPAA regulations.
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Lanier, a world
of difference
The Lanier philosophy is
embodied in Customer Vision®:
a commitment we make every
day. It means seeing the
business through your eyes,
responding to your needs and
exceeding your expectations.

For more information
To learn more about Medical Record Capture with PHIrelease and other Lanier document management solutions for
healthcare, please visit www.lanier.com/hc or contact your local Lanier sales specialist.
Customer Vision is a registered trademark of Lanier Worldwide, Inc.
eCabinet™ is a trademark of Ricoh Silicon Valley, Inc. and is hereby acknowledged.
All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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